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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

                                              GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

                                                         THE HANSARD 

 

Wednesday, 5th September, 2018 

 

                                  The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, 

 

                                               Assembly Buildings, at 9.30 a.m. 

 

                                   [The Speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

 

                                                                    PRAYER 

  

Motion and bills 

Hon. Gabow: Mr. Speaker I would like to move this motion, it’s a motion urging the County 

Assembly to authorize short term borrowing not exceeding Ksh 25 Million by the County 

Assembly Service Board for purposes of paying salaries. 

 

That, aware that, the Public Finance Act 2012 mandates the National Treasury to disburse 

monies to the devolved units at the beginning of every month and in any event, not later than the 

15th day from the commencement of the quarter. 

Further aware that, this has not been happening due to unavoidable delay making Counties 

across the country to face a major cash crunch following such delays by the national government 

to remit disbursements to the devolved units in good time and in particular Garissa County. 
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Noting that, these delays have negatively impacted on service delivery in the County Assembly 

and to be specific have caused unnecessary delays in respect of payments of salaries to both the 

Hon members and staff of the County Assembly.   

Concerned that, deferred payments of salaries cause significant inconveniences to both the hon. 

Members and staff of the Assembly. 

Cognizant of the fact that, Section 142 of the Public Finance Management Act empowers the 

County Assembly to authorize short term borrowing by county government entities for cash 

management purposes only. Now therefore, this motions seeks to urge the County Assembly to 

authorize short term borrowing by the County Assembly Service Board not exceeding Ksh 25 

Million per month for the financial year 2018/2019 at a cost of not more than 1% on the same 

amount for purposes of paying salaries on time whenever there are unforeseen delays of 

disbursements of funds from the National treasury. That is it Mr. speaker I think its self 

explanatory considering that problem is even at hand now we a having delay of salaries currently 

so this motion is self-explanatory Mr. speaker thank you. 

Hon. speaker: leader of majority, and I thought those screens will capture the face of whoever is 

speaking when hon. Gabow was speaking we were only seeing his back my understanding was 

that it will capture the face of the person who is on the mic at that particular moment but I think 

we will still deal with it at another level yes leader of majority. 

Hon. Mahat Osman: thank you Mr. Speaker, I stand to support the motion the member’s 

welfare is very important. Mr. speaker it’s so disheartening when members failed to get their 

salary in time and I know there is a lot of problems and challenge and its good that the assembly 

service board will come with an arrangement with any of the banks so that whenever it reaches 

the 27th of every month every member has his salary in his account is a prudent idea that will 

help our members to sought out their problems efficiently. Mr. speaker I support this motion and 

I also want to urge the members to approve this motion so that our assembly service board can 

borrow some money whenever there is any challenge to pay the members salary so that salaries 

don’t exceed 27th of every month  and its good we maintain that relation with the banks so that 

our members are not embarrassed to some extent with those few remarks I want to urge all 
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members to approve this motion so that the assembly service board can also write to the bank 

thank you. 

Hon. speaker: having been moved and seconded the motion reads, it urging County Assembly to 

authorize short term borrowing not exceeding Ksh 25 Million by the County Assembly Service 

Board aware that, the Public Finance Act 2012 mandates the National Treasury to disburse 

monies to the devolved units Further aware that  has been happening due to an avoidable delays 

making the counties across to face major cash crimes noting that this delays have negatively 

impacted in the service delivery of the county assembly concern that third payment of salaries 

cost significant inconveniences both honorable members of the staffs of the assembly cognizant 

of the fact that section 142 of the public  finance management t act empowers the county  

assembly to authorize short time borrowing by the county government entities for cash 

management purposes only now therefore this motion seeks to urge the county assembly to 

authorize short time borrowing by the county assembly service board not exceeding 25million 

per month for the financial year 2018-2019 at the coast of not more than 1%  of the same for the 

purpose of paying the salaries on time whenever the un foreseen delays of disbursement of funds 

from the national treasury. Honorable Gedi them Dr Irshad from Ijara  

Hon. Gedi: Thank you Mr. speaker I take this opportunity to support this motion however Mr. 

speaker I want to move an amendment on the same over this motion Mr. speaker if you see the 

last line of this motion it says 1% of the same amount for the purposes of paying salaries on time 

and it says whenever there are un foreseen delays of funds from the national treasury from the 

points of experience Mr. speaker we have seen that there is always delays from the national 

treasury there is nothing called unforeseen delays it is fact that always our salaries delay so I 

want to move an amendment Mr. speaker to delate the last sentence and stop this motion with the 

amount for purposes of paying salaries on time whenever there are un foreseen  delays of 

disbursing a fund from the national treasury that is a fact Mr. speaker and we don’t want the 

county assembly service board to take a window and say whenever there are un foreseen delays 

so Mr. speaker I want to move an amendments and delate whenever there are unforeseen delays 

of disbursement of funds from the national treasury  
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Hon. Speaker: Honorable Gedi there are a times we get our disbursement on time there are 

times it does not delay and there are times it delays so if you remove whenever there are 

unforeseen now you are also opening another window for the board to borrow even when there is 

no delay are you looking at from that point and every time we borrow remember there is an 

element  

Hon. Gedi: Mr. speaker I concur with you however it is not the first time we are passing such a 

motion in the first Assembly of Garissa County Assembly we passed such a motion but Mr. 

speaker we don’t want in the event salaries again I know that there might be some abuse but we 

know there are people with integrity in that board and hope they are not going to abuses the 

system my concern is members should get their salaries on 25th of every month on time but 

whenever you cannot wait up to 30th Mr. speaker so I just wanted to delate last sentence thank 

you  

Hon. Speaker: Let me just share with  the board deliberations in fact as a board we agreed that 

salaries the date of salary payment should be something known from the beginning of the moth 

and I think the date we agreed is that 27th of every moth the salaries of the honorable members 

must be paid so that at the beginning on 20th or 23rd or 25th every member knows his bank 

account he will find his salary this make use to be good but I don’t know what happen but the 

amendment moves is for the members decide and you have hard what the amendment yes 

member for Bura  

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Thank you Mr. speaker I second the mover of this amendments Mr. 

speaker I just want to add to that and congratulate the board of this honorable assembly that it is 

never late that for the time being we have been suffering member had been asking so many 

questions about this and I want to congratulate the board of this assembly that it is never late that 

they come up with this motion and is on time I think it is necessary the way the mover said or 

amendment  that we are always prepared and in time and maybe we will not get the 

inconvenience that maybe on 30th they will release our money on time so that if we remove this 

clause it will give us opportunity to make sure that this assembly. I have said that maybe will 
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going to have liberty to borrow anyhow and we have trust in this board and your leadership. Mr. 

Speaker I second this amendment. 

Hon. Gabow: and incase it improve as we all hope then let us avoid that amendment. That 

would be my take. Thank you. 

Hon. Speaker: No, Hon. Gedi you have already spoken on it. Yes, member for Saka and then I 

would put the question to this amendment  

Hon. Kassim: Thank you Mr. Speaker, far mostly am happy to see my colleagues back in full 

swing after a good recce. Mr. Speaker, when you read in the literal meaning of the language 

when even there are unforeseen, delays of disbursement of funds in the national treasury. You 

see Mr. Speaker, when we say unforeseen it is habitual behavior that this behavior has been there 

throughout but here us to surfer. So Mr. Speaker, I want to clear the air that the sentence is very 

in orderly manner as a language teacher. When we omit unforeseen and we say the delays of 

disbursement that means this assembly has a normalcy delays of salaries, no. this assembly is 

one among assemblies of this Nation. Mr. Speaker, the amendment does not stand very properly 

with any links here. My position is to say the sentence whenever there are unforeseen delays; we 

have not seen unforeseen delays. There has been IFMIS misplacement and am told IFMIS is a 

network which is governed to the whole nation. So Garissa may be we are the last population or 

what; that is why our IFMIS is coming in-hourly and then disappears, I don’t know but the 

sentence remain how it is. But what I mean here is if we the county assembly sees to it that the 

members are supposed to receive their money on 25th or 23rd of every month is a gentleman 

agreement. Mr. Speaker is an agreement on what I called gentleman agreement which is to the 

latter. So there is no removing any word or adding any word. The sentence is very clear. 

Hon. Speaker: Very well member for Saka, so if I got you correctly were you for the 

amendment or you are against the amendment  

Hon. Kassim: Am opposing the amendment 
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Hon. Speaker: Honourable members I want to put the question to that amendment, unless 

anything from any other member. Yes, Hon. Gedi  

Hon. Gedi:  Mr. Speaker, what I mean is that relatively the assembly is putting standing order 

with the bank to say pay the members and staffs on 25th of every month regardless of the delay of 

money from the treasury. Mr. Speaker, and it is very clear, it is saying only for salaries  

Hon. Speaker: hon. Gedi, you don’t have to label, I was thinking you are saying something 

different but we are still pushing. Let the members to make that decision. Honourable members 

there is an amendment as put forward by hon. Gedi seconded by member for Bura which is that 

“now therefore this motion urges the county assembly to authorized short-term borrowing by the 

county assembly service board not exceeding sh. 25 million per month for financial year 2018/19 

at a cost of not more than 1% of same amount for the purpose of paying salaries” member for 

Dekaharia it is already too late now I want to put the question. 

(Question put and negative) 

Any other member who wants to contribute for the same, yes member for Ijara you want to 

contribute?  

Hon. Irshad. Thank you very much. Hon. Speaker, I stand to support the motion introduced by 

our member from the board. I must say that the these members are here one year and one month 

and we have hard enough experience of suffering because of delays right now as we sit here 

most of our members children are at home because they have been chased for school fees and in 

fact that is a very big embracement, so I must say this motion is timely and I must congratulate 

Hon. Gabow for bringing it at last although it is too late but then they say it it’s never late its 

better than it than never, we have really suffered in this Assembly and for that reason some of us 

are even contemplating why we have ever come here, with all due respect it is turning out to be 

the old count council of the old days whereby there is no constant continuous pay or allowance 

for the members therefore subjecting allot of unnecessary embracement with those few remarks I 

must say thank you very much for the move of the motion the board member Hon. Gabow for 

saying it right and bringing it this motion and I urge all members to pass this motion because it 
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really touches the welfare of the members of this Hon. Assembly with those few remarks Hon. 

Speaker I must also congratulate you for the state of at Assembly or the chambers for that matter 

for now we shall see our self-speaking and hopefully next time you will make it right so that we 

can broadcast at all over the country as we speak at this assembly that you very Hon. Speaker     

Hon. Speaker: Very well Hon. Members in fact when this thing is fully installed even a member 

if you want to share your contributions for the day in the social media you will approach the 

Hansard may be to capture for you, your contribution for that day if you want to share with the 

people you are representing in the words regarding a particular issue but you just give us a time 

still it needs to go an automatic we are just testing the system is being tested. Any other member? 

Yes member Dekaharia!    

Hon. Yussuf: Thank you Mr. Speaker i want to put an amendment of the motion Mr. Speaker Sir 

I can see it from the way it is framed they are not giving us the specific date and therefore I think 

it is important that we should know that this date salary will not go beyond, therefore I want to 

put an amendment that the 27th be the date the last date for us get the salary therefore I want it to 

read it like this: on the final paragraph where it says 2018-19 are the cost of … 

Hon. Speaker: Member for Dekaharia before you go there why don’t you allow the board you 

know the date is not something we will make a decision a lone we need to make it at the bank 

and therefore if we set a date now here and when it go to the bank and the bank has another date 

we intend to make sure from where we sit as a board that the salary should be coming on timely 

and before the end of the month but regarding the date why don’t allow the board to negotiate 

with the bank and then the board will communicate. 

Hon. Yussuf Omar: Thank you I think also that is much better. 

Hon. Speaker:  I think that one will be better if we say 27th here and the banks says that the if 

we look it at our things we can do it on 28th or on 25th even if they it they will be doing on twenty 

fifth and we have putted here on 27th and they say it 28th we putted ourselves in a very difficult 

situation, but the essence of this Hon. Members I can assure you we want to have a fix date of 

payment of salaries, the time I used to work with Kenya revenue authority and 25th of every 
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month used to be the pay day and it didn’t matter whether it is Sunday or Saturday if 25th is 

Saturday then the salary used to be in the account  on 24th on Friday and on and on and on so that 

……………………………………………………………….    

 

Hon. Speaker: Honorable member am told the system that you seeing on the screen are manual 

and by time goes it will be automatic anyone who have mic will only appear on the screen and 

the system is being tested. Yes member for Hulugho 

Hon. Adow Omar: I actually object the amendment  suggested  by honorable member Gedi and 

is good we put this for unseen delays because sometime we might move to a digital word where 

a system can operate systematically and where there are necessary delays is where a situation we 

can borrow and this borrowing can also incurred certain expenses that will bear  cause of 

borrowing  and to avoid such kind of circumstances let us not open the window freely so that 

borrowing can go and it will be disadvantageous to the entity assembly and to avoid such kind of 

cost  let us  strict this borrowing  to unforeseen circumstances for example when this system  is 

being updated and July and August there was no disbursement and that is foreseen delays that are 

acceptable due to technical problem affected or operation of IFMIS and if we  moved forward 

and the system became okay and we expect such kind of thing to stop because it also carries not 

more than 1% of the same amount borrowing and that will affect some operation and become 

some normalizes for the assembly to make borrowing and actually encourage negligence  of the 

staff who are working that they will put blame  that was unnecessary delays and let us not open 

window that the window should continue for purposes of paying salary only let us put that word 

unforeseen for it stop for specific period where if there is delay we make borrowing and if is not 

we don’t make because it incur expenses to the assembly and entity which will put more burden 

and for those few remarks and am just saying let us not open that window and let the word 

Remain  for unseen delays. Thank you 

Hon Speaker: Before I let member for Saka, Yes honorable Gabow and what we are discussing 

is the issues for unseen delays hops you will go along on that lines. 
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Hon. Gabow:  Mr. Spirit of the good governance  it always get yourself in good development for 

betterment and I think as my colleague from Hulugho has put very clearly that we should always 

be optimistic and if we improve things will be better and hops it will come a time on this 

remittance system from national treasury will improve and noting that borrowing has a cost and 

let us not stop our thinking and have the spirit of good governance and always feel to improve 

and at the end of the day the way  honorable Gedi put it this delays will be a permanent thing and 

the motion has taken care of it  

Hon Speaker: The whole institution new there is particular pay day that you can count on, you 

plan on it without any inconvenience. Yes, hon. Borle 

Hon. Borle: Thank you Mr. Speaker I will also wish to support the motion, which is catering for 

the needs which has been realized from the experience we had and I observed it is picked on two 

conditionality one is that which we had already discussed that is condition to the delay caused by 

unforeseen circumstances and the other conditionality I am seeing is to not exceed one percent I 

was always wondering we can set 1% yet we are borrowing from a commercial entity the banks 

they have a rate which set due to their own business performance, how we can always ensure that 

1% withhold. Thank you  

Hon speaker: Yes, honorable Borle when we put this idea the first thing come to mind is the 

element of expense and then somebody was willing to do for us service how much are they going 

charge us. So regarding the 1% there is an already an agreement with the bank that it shall not be 

more than 1% of the 25m which will translate to 250000 a month. Because you see if the bank 

will tell us 5% or 6% or 7% or 10% we are not willing to go there because at the end of it if you 

look at it throughout the year that would have turn out to be a lot of money, regarding the 1% 

there is an agreement already with the bank regarding that particular figure.  

Hon Borle: in that case I propose that we add that the 1% which will be negotiated with banks, 

so that it’s clear to us that this 1% will always be negotiated because if we just leave it like that it 

might not be clear. Thank you  

Ho speaker: clarify honorable Borle the amendment you want to move  
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Hon Borle: 1% which will be negotiated with the relevant banks  

Hon Speaker: Yes, member for Ijara and we yet to get a seconder for the same  

Hon Irshad: honorable speaker I am not seconding the amendment in the sense that already it 

has negotiated by the board on 1% that is very clear it stating that, because there no point of 

saying as negotiated with the relevant bank or whatever it doesn’t make any sense at all as far I 

am concern if my English is not ….. 

Hon Borle: I think that one it’s not in writing; it’s not written that it’s already negotiated so we 

want to have it in written. Thank you  

Hon Irshad: This an agreement between bank and the Garissa county assembly board it’s an 

agreement by itself therefore before the agreement there must have negotiation and agreement 

because there is no bank that gives 1% rate as you have already indicated earlier on. Therefore, 

the board had negotiated so much so that they have agreed to 1% deduction which amount 250, 

000Ksh per month. I don’t if there is any adding as negotiated. 

Hon Speaker: Honorable members may be for purpose of clarification yes we agreed to the 

bank on this particular figure as a board the information was brought to the board we had very 

varying rates from various banks we had first community what they were willing to charge what 

KCB were willing to charge what national bank from the figures we had if I go to this figure a 

negotiated of 1% which was the lowest from equity bank therefore more or less this agreement is 

going with the equity bank because it was the lower rate the board had been that negotiations and 

agreement but that is all the board could do the board did not had the power to approve or to put 

the Assembly with that kind of actual agreement without the approval of the whole house so that 

is where we are so member for Damajaley. 

Hon. Diriye:  This Assembly had a lot of hitches here and there on the bases of salaries we have 

a problem and we should sit down and to solve that problem amicably now that Hon Gabow 

brought this motion to solve this crisis once and for all the only thing we are asking is the issue 

of interest as Muslim’s will it have impact on us and also as an Assembly that 1% will it affect 
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the ceiling of the budgeted amount and where will we get that 1% the bank charges we have to 

take all those precautions, however the issue of Honourable members being embarrassed in the 

society even worse as Honourable Irshad said some of the children of the members are at home 

today that is very big embarrassment and let us solve this problem once and for all. 

 The other thing Mr. Speaker this delays is due to lack of prior preparation by the concerned 

parties therefore we should work harder such that all the concern parties can take action so that 

this unnecessary delays is stopped from the county level to the national level so that every sector 

concerned with issues of this salaries can adjust and work 24hours so that this delays and 

unnecessary deductions has stop thank you 

Hon. Speaker: very well members, I want to put the question I think the members have spoken 

sufficiently to this matter so that I put the question that this motion urges that the county 

assembly to authorize short term borrowing by the county assembly service board not exceeding 

25,000,000 per month  for the financial year 2018/2019 at a cost of not more than 1% of the 

same amount for the purpose of paying salary on time whenever there is unforeseen delays of 

disbursement of funds from the office of the treasury. 

(Question put and agreed to) 

Adjournment 

Hon. Speaker: Being no any other business the house stands adjourn till at 2.30 pm 

 


